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PHOTOMETRY FOCUS 1317 AVIATION LAMP

FOCUS

Product 1317 Aviation Lamp
Manufacturer CML Innovative
Technologies
Website www.cml-it.com
Description Emergency aisle light

High flyer
This issue Photometric and Optical Testing’s technical director Dr Gareth John looks at the advantages
of remote phosphor technology and a lamp with an unusual application

M

ost people in the lighting industry these days are
well aware that one of the main problems luminaire
designers have to deal with when working with LEDs is
how to conduct the heat away from the LED chip. It’s a problem
I’ve returned to again and again over the past few months as
it’s crucial to the lifetime, colour and luminous efficacy of a
luminaire. The most common solution is to use a good heat sink
with a good thermal path to the LED to conduct the heat away
from the chip.
There are different ways you can do this – for instance,
one manufacturer I encountered used a heat sink that was a
combination of aluminium and copper. Copper is an excellent

“Poorly applied phosphor can

lead to colour zoning. Remote
phosphor technology bonds
the phosphor to the substrate,
keeping it away from the blue
LED dye”
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heat sink, with a high thermal conductivity but the downsides to
this material are that it is expensive and it saturates very quickly.
The manufacturer had solved this by adding aluminium to
conduct the heat away from the copper. This is called thermal
acceleration – it’s an old trick the designer borrowed from the
amplifier industry.
It almost goes without saying that you should also use
surface-mount LEDs in combination with a good thermal
matching paste to ensure a good thermal connection but I did
once have a customer who glued the LEDs to the heat sink.
(Glue is an insulator, so I don’t think this particular product
made it to market.)
Problem solved

An increasingly popular solution is to use remote phosphor
LEDs. We’ve all seen the typical white LED: a blue LED with a
dollop of phosphor on top. This, of course, creates a possible
thermal barrier and the heat of the LED directly onto the
phosphor can lead to degradation and hence colour shift.
Poorly applied phosphor can also lead to colour zoning, when
the colour varies over the beam angle. The remote phosphor
technology deals with these potential problems by bonding
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Each month Dr John writes about the product
that has most impressed him in his laboratory

PHOTOMETRY FOCUS

Polar similarities Polar
plot diagram showing how
the light distribution of
the LED product (right)
compares with the orginal
incandescent product (left)

the phosphor to a substrate and keeping it away from the blue
LED dye. The improvements in efficacy and lifetime can be of
the order of 10–15 per cent. There is also the added bonus of a
better form factor in retrofit applications to consider.
LEDs are point sources so it can be difficult to get a solid-state
lighting luminaire to mimic the light distribution of a compact
fluroescent lamp or incandescent luminaire. Most manufacturers
get around this by using a thick diffuser but absorption in the
diffuser material means sacrificing a certain amount of light
for the sake of matching the light distribution. On the other
hand, with remote phosphor LEDs, manufacturers can build the
phosphor to duplicate the shape of the luminaire it is trying to
mimic so they can achieve the same distribution but with fewer
optical losses. All of which brings me to this month’s product: the
CML Innovative Technology 1317 LED Aviation Lamp.
The flexibility of remote phosphor technology means the
lamps can come in all shapes and sizes. However, the elegance

THE LABORATORY
Photometric Testing is
an independent lighting
test laboratory that
specialises in the
photometric assessment of LEDs, luminaires, lamps and
displays. Photometric Testing has invested in the latest,
state-of-the-art photometric, spectroradiometric and
goniophotometric equipment to ensure that its measurements
are accurate, repeatable and conform to the latest
international lighting standards. Do you have a luminaire that
you think might be appropriate for Photometry Focus? If so,
contact Dr John: gareth.john@photometrictesting.co.uk
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and originality of this product really did surprise me. A small,
yellow lamp that looked like a cross between a bullet and a bud,
compact and efficient.
CML-IT have designed this as replacement for an
incandescent lamp that was used as part of a lens assembly for
an emergency aisle lighting installation. I wrote last month
about the difficulties in creating a floodlight to satisfy the needs
of an industrial installation. Creating a new luminaire for the
aerospace industry is even more challenging, with a huge scope
of standards and a strict focus on safety. It was crucial the new
LED lamp have the same beam profile as the filament when
used in conjunction with the original lens assembly, as well as
delivering the expected power savings.
1317 AVIATION
LED
Total luminous flux (lm)
Input power (W)
Efficacy (lm/W)
Correlated colour temperature (K)
Colour rendering index (Ra)

21
1.3
16.2
5,042
76.9

FILAMENT
17
3.4
5.0
2,827
98.2

Let’s look at the numbers (see table). The LED version comes
out on top when it comes to light output and efficacy. Even its
high correlated colour temperature (CCT) works in its favour, as
a high CCT source will be more visible in the low light levels of an
emergency situation. The polar plots (above) also show that the
beam profiles match well, with very similar light distributions.
A recent study showed that for one in four airline operators,
emergency lighting is seen as a potential problem, with lamps
cited as the system element that fails most frequently. The 1317
lamp, with its predicted lifetime of 30,000 hours provides an
immediate fix for this concern. The savings in maintenance
budget and energy use, at a time when the aerospace industry is
being pushed to make carbon savings, are obvious. ■
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